It’s as Easy as 1-2-3!
Hello!
Staci Lyon
Math Curriculum Specialist
Staci.Lyon@sas.com
@StaciLyon1
@SASeducator
I never teach my pupils, I only provide the conditions in which they can learn.

Albert Einstein
Interactive Online Resources
Developed by educators, flexible, available at no cost!
Increase Mathematical Proficiency

Number sense, mathematical reasoning, critical-thinking, problem solving
True/False: Angles 2 and 6 are congruent.

Support Visualization
Animations, images, videos, interactive components
Increase Statistical Literacy

Analyze data, communicate data, interpret data
Imagine. Create. Inspire.
Transform your lessons into interactive, online resources!
Sign Up/Log In

www.curriculumpathways.com
Thanks!

Any questions?

You can find me at:
@StaciLyon1
Staci.Lyon@sas.com